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Looking for
alternatives: rising
material costs impact
housing industry

Matsumoto Castle, built in the
16th century, is in Nagano
Prefecture. It's unique in that it
was built on a plain instead of in
the surrounding mountains. A
series of moats, gates and a
towering keep were used to
provide protection. This design
now serves to create an
attractive landscape that makes
this one of the most popular
castles in Japan. Matsumoto
stands out because its wooden

interior remains largely intact.
(Many other castles have been
rebuilt or reinforced with ferrocement.) Visitors can climb to
the sixth floor of the keep for
views of the surroundings.
The outer gardens feature
cherry blossom trees that
flower in the springtime, and
the grounds also play host to
torchlight "Takigi Noh" plays
and traditional Taiko drum
festivals.

Nidhi Adlakha talks on how
builders are coping with rising
costs of cement, sand and steel
If you have kept track of the
industry’s performance in the last
year or have undertaken a
construction project, you would
have dealt with the sharp rise in
raw material costs. As per a January
2018 report by The Confederation
of
Real
Estate
Developers
Association of India’s (CREDAI)
Chennai chapter, the cost of sand,
which was Rs. 35 cu.ft, in July 2017,
saw a sharp increase of 75% and
stood at Rs. 135 per cu.ft. Similarly,
cement, earlier priced at Rs 270 per
bag, now costs Rs 330 per bag: a
25% increase in six months. Steel
has risen by 32% from Rs 35,000
per tonne to Rs 47,500 per tonne.
(Contd on page 3)

Santiago Calatrava’s auditorium in Santa Cruz de Tenerife in the Canary
Islands cuts a striking figure against the Atlantic Ocean. Inside the
structure, completed by the Spanish architect in 2003, a performance
space is enclosed by curving abstract concrete forms.

(More on Page 3)
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Ferro Cement Construction
for Thin Shelled Monolithic Shell
Structures
Ferrocement
or ferro-cement also
called thin-shell concrete structures
and ferro-concrete is a system of
reinforced concrete using sand,
cement and water applied over
layers of metal such as bird mesh or
chicken wire or woven or expanded
metal (iron) mesh or fibers fixed to a
frame of larger diameter reo bars. It
is used to form relatively thin, hard,
strong forms in many shapes for
such applications as hulls for boats,
shell roofs, dome shaped structures,
water features, garden planters and
water tanks and a whole range of
magnificent ferro cement structures.
The artistic curvature of Javier
Senosiain’s bioarchitecture
illustrates a type of design freedom
which only ferrocement can
provide. His design is known as
“Tiburón” (shark).

Steel can be replaces with fibreglass
or basalt fibre, mesh and REO bars
and even bamboo. Yes bamboo has
been used a reinforcement in
concrete for hundreds of years and
is still in use today. In fact there is a
revival of using bamboo to fabricate
extremely strong and creative
designs to which mesh can be
attached for rendering into a
monolithic shells structure.
Ferrocement
structures
have
several advantages over those
constructed of timber or regular
reinforced concrete, strength and
flexibility are most notable. Great
strength contributes to the
following three:
 Lower maintenance, to almost
zero
 Reduced need for structural
insurance,
 Longevity
 Withstands extreme weather
 Earthquake resistant
All the above advantages are totally
dependent upon employing good
methods and materials. Design of
ferro cement structures increases
design freedom gained by easy use
of curvature as well as straight
lines.

Rotary Club of BhorRajgad constructing water
tanks in remote villages.

Visit in Dhanvali village by Girish
Sangle, Hon Secretary, Ferrocement
Society.
Recently Rotary Club has taken
initiative to construct water
facilities in Rural areas. Vinay
Kulkarni, Dr Sanjay Mhetre,
President. Satish Khade.
President Dr Sanjay Mhetre, Rot
Vinay Kulkarni, accompanied to visit
Dhanvali, Kari villages in remote
areas of the back water of Nira
Deoghar reservoir, Taluka Bhor.
Ferrocement
Society
officials,
Chandramohan Hangekar, Ulhas
Paranjape, Girish Sangle, Kiran
Rajurkar were present to guide for
the construction of 11000 liters
ferrocement water tanks in these
villages. Besides a new tank,
restoration of the existing old water
tank is taken in hand. This will be
done with ferrocement lining from
inside to stop the leakage.

SSMB award to PDA
Prashant Deshmukh and Associates (architects) are esperts in
concrete constructions and designs. The Steel Structure Metal
Buildings of India (SSMB) has selected PDS’s entry of Hager Electro
India Pvt. Ltd for the Best Industrial Building in steel at the SSMB
awards 2018. PDA was felicitated in a Grand Award ceremony at
nd
Hotel Shangrila Eros on 2 May 2018 in New Delhi.
The entry was selected through 130 entries Nationwide. The
prestigious Hager Electro India Pvt. Ltd was designed and executed
by Team PDA. The project was designed for a German Based
company “M/s Hager Electro India Pvt. Ltd. Perfect solution has
been given to the client by providing a work space designed using pre engineering building technology due to long
span requirement and utility space, offices, canteen in RCC. Re-making and Re-designing was done for flooring and
enveloping services and utilities within existing built structure. Insulated Panels used for false ceiling as well as
external cladding to match Hager factories across the Globe and save energy. Previously ICI Pune have honoured
PDA in the year 2013 for the project Kone Cranes, Jejuri, Dist Pune as Outstanding Concrete Structure. The award
is known as ICI Birla Super Award.
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Real Estate

Nidhi Adlakha (Contd from Page 1)
Combining all this, the overall cost
of construction has gone up by
about Rs 4,300 per sq.ft.
While a lot has been written about
the ongoing sand crisis in Tamil
Nadu and its corresponding effect
on sand prices, not much is known
about why costs of cement, steel,
aluminium, etc., are also on the rise.
The primary reasons include:
increase in costs of transportation,
electricity, labour, raw material and
lending rates. On reason for the
sharp rise in cement prices is the
government’s allocation of a large
chunk of the budget for highways
and other infrastructure projects,
says T. Chitty Babu, Chairman &
CEO, Akshaya. Chennai has also
suffered from a shortage of raw
material, especially sand, which has
added to the price escalation. “The
implementation of GST has also
affected prices. This will soon lead
to more expensive homes in the
city,” says Chitty Babu.
High demand, low supply.
How are developers tackling the
issue? When it comes to sand,
alternatives like M-Sand are being
used. But now, due to high demand
and poor production capacity, the
price of M-Sand too is rising. “The
quality is sub-standard too. Today,
people are opting for M-plaster,
gypsum plaster or cement used for
plastering, instead of sand and MSand,” says N. Kalyanaraman, COO,
Navin’s.
As for cement, the State
government attempted to ease
things in 2015 with the introduction
of Amma Cement. At Rs 190 a kilo, it
was targetted at low and middleincome groups. A customer can buy
a maximum of 750 bags at 50 bags
per 100 sq. ft. of construction.

However, Amma
Cement is
available only to individual buyers in
the LIG segment. A. Shankar,
National Director, JLL India, says,
“The scheme has helped customers,
but the benefit is not completely
transferred to the end-user. This
may be due to lack of knowledge or
pilferage. The godown manager
holds the stock and releases it
directly to the end-user.”
Materials like aluminium and
electrical cables have also seen a
substantial price hike. This has led
to construction costs going up by
almost Rs 110 per sq.ft.

Natural alternatives
To cope with the crisis and to make
the industry more sustainable, it’s
time builders looked at natural
alternatives. Instead of bricks, many
developers now use AAC blocks. The
light-weight solid blocks help reduce
steel consumption. Similarly, costeffective and heat-reflecting white
tiles, gypsum plaster, and blocks
made of recycled construction
debris are now in use, says Habib.
Other alternatives include: fibre
reinforced concrete, ferro-cement,
timbercrete (sawdust+concrete) for
blocks/bricks/pavers, and ferrock
(steel dust converted into a
concrete-like building material).
Energy-efficient and fire-resistant
bamboo mat corrugated sheets can
be used for roofing and rice hush
ash concrete can improve the
strength
and
durability
of
structures.
The
bagasse
particleboard is a core material for
laminated floors and can be used to
manufacture low-cost building
material.
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Santiago Calatrava’s
auditorium in Santa Cruz
de Tenerife
In the Canary Islands cuts a striking
figure against the Atlantic Ocean.
Inside the structure, completed by
the Spanish architect in 2003, a
performance space is enclosed by
curving abstract concrete forms.

The Auditorio de Tenerife (Tenerife
Auditorium) is an arts venue on the
seafront in the southern part of Port
of Santa Cruz de Tenerife. It was
designed by the architect Santiago
Calatrava in the expressionist style,
and has been celebrated as the
finest late-modernist building in the
Canary Islands. he concrete building
is characterised by its dramatic
arch roof which sweeps up from the
base to a height of 58 m and curves
over the main auditorium like a
crashing wave. Being supported by
only two points with the narrowed
tip appearing to be suspended, it
was the first arch of its kind in the
world.

Project data
Location: Santa Cruz de Tenerife,
Spain
 Concert hall with over 2,000 seats
 Height: 58 m
 Architect: Santiago Calatrava
Requirements
 slender concrete components
finished to architectural quality
 100-m cantilevered wing roof
made from steel skeleton and
reinforced concrete shell

BIO GAS DOME
Sayujya Urja developed a fixed
ferrocement dome Bio gas plant.
Deepak Kanhere a social worker
from Nanded has recently published
a book on fixed dome biogas plant.
He said, the heat value of bio gas is
5500 kilo calories. This means 1
cubic meter biogas would give 5500
kilo calories energy. The fixed
ferrocement dome has less weight
and less maintenance. It has a life of
30 years. During last 35 years 4.8
million bio gas plants erected in
India but only 2.5 percent plants are
functioning. This may be due to
wrong calculations of designs,
availability of raw materials etc. The
ferrocement dome has a diameter
of 10.5 feet for 3 cubic meter
capacity. In addition Kanhere has
done research on use of Tapioca for
generation gas in place of the dung.

Get Life Membership of the

Ferrocement Society
In discounted rates
Emailferrocement@gmail.com

DOME EXPERT- Ravindra Nale
Ravindra Anna Nale, Constructor from Pune, India has built many
domes in ferrocement.
Recently he completed a dome in
Aundh, Pune having 17 feet
diameter and 8.5 feet height. He
had constructed 2 domes for Zee
school in Ichalkaranji having 45 feet
diameter and in Wakad, Pune
having 38 feet diameter. In
Ahmednagar, PWD has recently
built a court building. The domes on
the court building give a different
look. The domes on this building are
also constructed by Ravindra. He
said ferrocement dome construction
saves cost and time also. So the
architects are now demanding

Welcome our new Student members
SM-20
SM-21

SM-22
SM-23
SM-24
SM-25

Monica Pinakin
Lehru
Madhumita Vilas
Patil
Sachchiddanand
Chandrabhushan
Mishra
Pooja Pitambar
Patil
Rajarajan
Maheswaran
Bhavya Sahni

Mumbai

monica.lehru7@gmail.com

Dombivli

patilmadhumita1996@gmail.com

Mumbai

mishrasachin161@gmail.com

Kalyan
Villupuram
Pune

poojappatil5@gmail.com
rajarajanm1999@gmail.com
bhavyasahni3@gmail.com
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ferrocement domes. 5 Ferrocrete
Pyramid structures at Narendra
Maharaj math in Ratnagiri. Size of
central dome is 41x41x25 side dome
18x18x11feet. This structure is
supported 71 feet from ground
supported by slab 100 x 60 feet. This
type of pyramid or dome is very
difficult to construct in RCC. It will
be very heavy compared to
ferrocement.
This
work
is
completed in 2008 within two
months. Project Architect- Mitimitra
consultants, Structural EngineerShri Purandare. (Photo below)

Bamboo Mesh and Render
Working with bamboo, meshes and fibers is very effective way fabricating the shape in a reinforcing matrix that
forms a support system which is utilized only once, as a frame for the structure. The bamboo frame is a support
during construction which is in turn encased in cement and becomes the supporting mould for construction of the
ferrocement shell structure by building layers of renders to achieve the desired thickness.
Bamboo/ferro cement dome shell structure workshop by Chris Brown of Domeshells.com.au

Another Example by Shannon McCabe in Bali using the 3 Jet Combo Render Sprayer
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REHABILITATION WITH
FERROCEMENT

Resistance to Earthquake By
Ferrocement Structures
- Energy absorbing
- Resistance even at large deformation large forces
- Sustains large deformation
- Does not collapse even at great force
- May deform greatly but can be repaired
mostly
- Only extreme condition required to be
demolished after earthquake occurs at low
cost.
- Most important and significant, above
all practically no loss of life

Earthquake resistance of
Ferrocement Buildings
- Ferrocement building will shake like jelly
and take its position again after
earthquake
- Ferrocement building may get deformed
but will not collapse
- Mostly deformed Ferrocement building
can be repaired easily at low cost
- It is rarely required to be totally
dismantled.
- There is rarely loss of human lives and
least damage to movable property.

Shri Satish Gopalrao Jahagirdar has adopted the ferrocement
repairing technique to rehabilitate his old Ganapati Mandir.
The side walls and arches are preserved with ferrocement
layer. The temple is located at Shendurwada, Taluka
Gangapur, District Aurangabad, Maharashtra. The village is on
the banks of River Kham. The dome, columns and slabs are
also constructed with arch in ferrocement. The work is done
by local masons but it is supervised by Shri Jahagirdar, Retired
Sub Divisional Engineer from WRD. Rehabilitation in Stone
masonary would be difficult and costly but with ferrocement
it has become easy. The cost of work is about one lakh rupees
and the work is completed in February 2018.

Welcome New Life members of Ferrocement Society, India
LM-170

Kide Pravin Madhukar

Pune

pravinkide@gmail.com

LM-171

Mahamuni Suhas Prabhakar

Pune

spmahamuni@gmail.com

LM-172

Dilip Madhukar Pandkar

Pune

dil.pandkar@gmail.com

Project News and Articles related to Ferrocement technology are welcome. Deadline 25th of each month.
Address to send the text and images- Neha Borkar, ferrocement@gmail.com
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